Genotype and phenotype: a practical approach to the immunogenetic analysis of lymphoproliferative disorders.
Determination of cell lineage and clonality in lymphoproliferative disorders (LPD) is greatly enhanced by molecular genetic analysis in conjunction with morphologic and immunologic techniques. We now report on a technique in which we used cryostat-cut, fresh-frozen sections (CCFFS) prepared from tissues in a manner that allows DNA hybridization studies to be coordinated readily with routine morphologic and immunohistologic studies. Thirty-seven cases representing a broad spectrum of reactive and malignant LPD were examined with this method. Samples of DNA were extracted from frozen sections, subjected to Southern blot hybridization, and probed for rearrangements of the immunoglobulin (Ig) heavy-chain and the kappa and lambda light-chain genes, as well as for the T-cell receptor beta-chain gene. We also evaluated the effects of (1) diagnostic category of LPD, (2) volume of the tissue sample, and (3) fibrosis, necrosis, and ice crystal artifacts in the sample on the recovery of DNA. Ice artifact and sample size had the greatest negative impacts on the quantity and condition of DNA recovered. Of 19 samples involved by B-cell LPD, the results of immunogenetic studies were consistent with the immunophenotypes in all but one case. Of the T-cell lymphomas from which sufficient DNA was available (three out of five of the T-cell cases), all showed rearrangements of the T-cell beta-chain gene. In order to reduce sample processing time, we evaluated alternate blot hybridization methods, rapid alkaline transfers, and direct hybridization of synthetic oligonucleotides in dried agarose gels, and found that they decreased the time required for hybridization studies. In summary, the use of CCFFS as the source of DNA allows study of gene rearrangements and, at the same time, preserves frozen-tissue blocks in tumor banks for further immunologic studies. The development of time-effective methods will make the routine use of molecular-genetic analysis more practical in the diagnostic hematopathology laboratory.